
PURPOSE:

To find out what types of

objects are a conductor for

static electricity and how

conductive those items are.



HYPOTHESIS:

I think that feathers will

conduct the most static

electricity because they are

light, silky, and fuzzy.  These

characteristics will help the

ends of the feathers to attach

to more surface area with

static electricity.



MATERIALS:

1. Balloon (Rubber)

2. Aluminum  (Soda Can)

3. Feathers

4. Leather  (Belt)

5. Wood

6. Fabric (Microfiber)

7. Plastic (PVC Pipe)

8. Paper Plate

9. Foam Balls



PROCEDURE:

1. Gather all your supplies and

lay out on the table.

2. Pick up the first object of your

choice and rub 10 times against

the wool.

3. Take the object and place it

over the plate of foam balls.

4. Count the number of balls

that stick to the object and

record the results.

5. Repeat this process with each

individual object.

6. Determine which object is the

best conductor of static

electricity.



Report of Research:

Through my research on static

electricity, I learned that static

electricity works when negative charged

electrons get rubbed off on an object

giving it a negative charge. Then, it can

be attracted to more positively charged

objects and it can also repel other

negatively charged objects.

Static electricity sparks happen when

negative and positive charges attract and

the air particles between them separate,

causing an electric zap. A large-scale

example of this is when lightning strikes

the earth from the clouds. This happens

when clouds become negatively charged

and the earth is more positively

charged below.



Variables

My controlled variables are:

–A plate

–Styrofoam balls

–Equal hover distance

My independent variables are:

–The conducting objects

My responding variables are:

–The number of styrofoam balls

that stuck to the conducting

object.



Results

Number of foam balls per object type:

115 – Balloon
0   – Aluminum
0   – Wood
1   – Leather
12  – Feathers
6   – Fabric (microfiber)
16  – Plastic



CONCLUSION:

In conclusion, I learned that some

things aren’t as electrically charged as

I thought.  I also learned that static

electricity is really cool when you

study and understand how it works.  I

was not able to prove my hypothesis

because the balloon won overall.  My

project worked and was amazing. It

worked on most of the objects, but

not all of them.  The aluminum

and wood couldn’t conduct any

static electricity.  I proved that my

project works and static electricity

can do wondrous things and work

through lots of objects.



APPLICATION:

In the future people can

use static electricity in many

ways, such as construction or

cleaning.  It’s also important

to know the basics of how

static electricity works.  Static

electricity is also a key part in

control panel components.



BOOKS & RESOURCES

1. Explore Electricity
by Carmella Van Vleet.

2. Simple Experiments in Static Electricity by
Bull Percival.

3. YouTube: funsciencedemos - Exploring
Static Electricity

4. https://youtu.be/oU8Fe6846d4
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